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With that, Leon instructed Mason to pull a chair over and gestured for Chandler to sit.

"Elder Quinn, please give me your hand. I'd like to do a quick check," Leon instructed.

"Alright." Chandler extended his arm toward Leon obediently.

After checking Chandler’s pulse, Leon proceeded to tear Chandler's pant leg open to inspect his wound.

It did not take him long to figure out the root of Chandler's problem!

As he initially thought, Chandler's wound was a result of severe nerve damage and blocked internal circulation of his leg.

Unfortunately, since he delayed seeking medication for so long, his calf muscles already began to atrophy as a result of

longstanding muscle wasting.

Chandler's condition was far more severe than Leon initially thought, but thankfully, although most doctors would call it quits,

Leon was so knowledgeable that this would not be hard for him to treat at all!

With that, he employed the Eternity Compression Method and channeled his energy into a few pressure points around

Chandler's calf.

The Eternity Compression Method was capable of releasing pent-up energy within the Twelve Channels, including the

blocked internal circulation of Chandler's leg.

The true energy surged from Leon's fingers into the various pressure points on Chandler's leg, gradually unblocking the pent-up

circulation!

After some time, Leon changed his tactic and employed the Earthly Compression Method-one of the trio that formed the Three

Axis Compression Methods!

The Three Axis Compression Method was divided into the Earthly, the Heavenly, and the Central Compression Methods, each

with a distinct anatomical region corresponding to it. The head belonged to the Heavenly Compression Method, whereas the

trunk and everything below the hips belonged to the Central and Earthly Compression Methods respectively!

Since the Earthly Compression Method ruled over the legs, this was the perfect one to use in healing Chandler's ailment!

'This punk seems to know his stuff,’ Chandler thought to himself as he watched Leon work his magic. He was skeptical of Leon

up until now, but after witnessing Leon's confidence in employing his pressure point treatment, he could not help changing his

mind about this young man!

However, on second thought, he realized that since he defaulted medical attention for so many years now, it was highly likely

that his condition got so bad it was past the point of return. Not even skilled and experienced doctors could cure him, so why was

he expecting a young man like Leon to be able to do so?

Even if Leon knew a thing or two about medicine, there was no way he could possibly cure him entirely!

However, before he could even finish this thought, a miracle happened!

All of a sudden, a surge of warmth spread through Leon's palm as the energy from Chandler's wound gushed out of his leg like a

strip of crimson ribbon!

"Splendid! It went perfectly!" Leon let out an exhale, beads of sweat covering his forehead. It was clear he used quite a bit of his

energy to cure Chandler's condition.

After this pressure point treatment, he successfully unblocked all of Chandler's internal circulation and managed to cure most of

Chandler's wounds.

Unfortunately, since they did not have any herbs at hand, he was unable to start curing Chandler's nerve damage, and he would

have to do so after getting his hands on the necessary herbs from the Scammells! He was certain that it would only take a few

more pressure point treatments before Chandler was cured completely!
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